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CONTENT MARKETING
Give your content a voice with interiors+sources
Sharing your story with those who are most interested has never been easier. Get your
custom content on the pages of interiors+sources and interiorsandsources.com, extending your reach to the
A+D professional.
The options are limitless to get your message in the hands of more than 35,000* A+D professionals. We can work
with you to create your content so your specific, targeted message reaches those which are most important to
you. Or bring your already produced content to us and use our select options to get your story seen.

CONTENT CREATION

CONTENT SYNDICATION

interiors+sources will create your story and deliver your message
to the commercial interior designer marketplace. We have an
exceptional staff of content creators ready to put a voice to your story.

If you have created your own content in-house or through an agency, we offer a
special content syndication package to ensure you reach your target audience.
BEST VALUE

A LA CARTE
RATE

RATE
Review and feedback of submitted content by our experts against current best practices
Strategy session teleconference (1 hour); 1 or 2 phone
interviews with experts; 500-800 word article created
in first person by expert; Click-through optimization and
links; Designed into useable PDF document; Hosted on
interiorsandsources.com (CMS) for up to one year.

Enhanced homepage listing
$4,900

$1,000
$1,000/two
weeks

30 minute podcast

$3,000

4-page article published in interiors+sources Magazine

$11,000

4 social media posts

$14,160

$800

3 editorial mentions in interiors+sources push emails

$4,500

3 related content links on interiorsandsources.com

$1,500

Placement in our CMS and publication on interiorsandsources.com

BUNDLE RATE

$800
Publisher’s Own Data,

*Publisher’s Own Data, May 2019
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EMAIL LEAD NURTURING
DRIP CAMPAIGN
3-Tier Lead Nurturing Drip Campaign
This is a three-step lead nurture program that utilizes a series of emails
and a landing page designed to guide potential customers along the sales
journey, from awareness to consideration and ultimately, to purchase.
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10,000 PROSPECTS
Bottom of Funnel Leads

NO

OPEN?

OPEN?

YES

YES

Highly
Engaged
Prospects

TIER 1

(Awareness)
Email 1

Pre-Program
Starts with a 30-minute conference call to help identify your content goals and KPI’s.

TIER 2
(Interest)

Choose from our database to create a custom list of your target prospects.

Custom Content

Email 1

TIER 3

(Consideration)
Email 1

Targeted List

Each program includes three mobile-responsive emails and a landing page. Work with
our content marketing team to create engaging content that clicks with readers.

Superior Results
This program significantly outperforms standard e-blasts, often yielding open rates
and CTRs that are three to five times higher.

$9,800 NET

QUALIFIED LEADS

Publisher’s Own Data,
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COMMUNICATION SEQUENCE MAPPING
ENSURING THAT EACH ONE OF YOUR COMMUNICATION INITIATIVES IS
STRATEGIC, EFFECTIVE, AND THE BEST USE OF RESOURCES IS ESSENTIAL
TO MEETING YOUR GOALS.
Each contact should serve a
strategic purpose, continue
and enhance your unique
story, and arrive at the
optimal time.

The exercise is extremely useful to
manufacturers who want to:
•

Define and improve communication tactics for
reaching and maintaining contact with prospects

•

Attach analytics and tracking codes to tactics,
tracks, and/or initiatives

Project Details

Deliverables

interiors+sources’ skilled consulting team will
collaborate with your team to walk through each
aspect of your communication plan starting with
target audiences and/or inquiry sources, and then
moving through each communication touch point to these
audiences.

The ultimate goal of this
exercise is to identify
opportunities to optimize
and streamline your existing
communication processes.
Upon completion of a detailed
visual representation, the
interiors+sources team will
provide recommendations to
improve the overall success of
your communication efforts.
Our recommendations are
based on marketing “best
practices” in conjunction with
your existing infrastructure,
technology, and resources.
Your company will also
receive a color-coded 11x17
map for reference and to
provide you with a snapshot
of your segment-specific
process from year-to-year
as you develop new goals
and objectives. Additionally,
you will receive a prioritized
recommendations document,
based upon the results of the
sequence mapping exercise,
that will help you to attain your
overall goals.

• 	Increase conversion rates
The scope of this exercise addresses the following:

•

Identify marketing performance by source codes

•

Develop a ranking matrix

•

Goals and objectives

•

Integrate email, phone, social media, or other digital
assets

•

Marketing initiatives

•

Improve internal buy-in for new communication
activities

•

Current challenges

•

Call-to-action strategies

points of over-saturation to help reduce

•

Provide training for staff on current processes

•

Messaging and segmentation

costs, increase conversion, and improve

•

Apply key messaging strategies and segmentation

•

Communication stages

your overall return on investment.

•

Develop metrics and return-on-investment
calculations

•

Analyticstracking

•

Maximize the potential of existing inquiry
management system

•

Conversion rates

•

Web and social media integration

•

Technology considerations

•

Prospecting and event-driven inquiry generation

Communication sequence mapping
is a collaborative review and mapping
of the materials that comprise your
communication sequence. The exercise
will reveal missed opportunities as well as

Publisher’s Own Data,
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INTERACTIVE AUDIT
THE INTERIORS+SOURCES INTERACTIVE AUDIT IS A COMPREHENSIVE
REVIEW OF YOUR COMPANY’S WEBSITE AND ITS ROLE IN YOUR OVERALL
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION PLAN.
Our interactive experts will evaluate your website
against best practices and top competitors in the
commercial buildings market, using your site’s
overall appeal, organization, content, and features
as markers of success. During the course of this audit,
we will also examine your site’s maintenance procedures
and resources—people, dollars, and technology—that
support your web efforts.

During the audit, interiors+sources will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Review and define the goals and objectives of your site
Evaluate the overall look and feel of your site
Review your information architecture, including link
naming and the user experience
Examine your site’s content, including depth of
content, style, and tone
Evaluate your site’s integration with other marketing
materials, including:
• Printed literature
• Social media
• Email and direct marketing
Analyze current (organic) search engine rankings
Evaluate your site’s compliance to Section 508
Compare your site against the sites of three competitors
Evaluate your current maintenance processes,
including the level of satisfaction with the software
used to make updates to the site
Analyze current processes in place for content creation
and staffing used to support the website

The audit involves the following
three deliverables:
1. Audit Questionnaire
Prior to interiors+sources on-site visit, your team will be
asked to complete an Interactive Audit Questionnaire. The
completed questionnaire will provide important insight
into your company, the history of your website, and areas
of particular importance and attention. Reviewing this
questionnaire before our visit enables us to concentrate on
the most critical areas during our time at your company.

3. audit report & presentation
The Interactive Audit report is a 30- to 40-page audit
analyzing each of the above topics. It will also outline clear
and succinct recommendations for the evolution and
future iterations of your website. While the content of each
report is unique and customized for individual clients, the
Interactive Audit report typically includes the following
deliverables:
•
•
•
•

2. On Site Visit
After the questionnaire has been completed, an interactive
expert from interiors+sources will visit your company
for one day. During the visit, we typically arrange 30- to
45-minute interviews with the following:
• The President or Chief Marketing Officer
• Web team (if one is established)
• Key members of your IT staff who have
• Webmaster or Web Director
responsibilities for the external Web site
• Marketing staff
• Content owners and/or authors			
•

•
•
•
•

Executive summary that stresses the most important 		
findings and recommendations
Analysis of the current site and ways in which the 		
company pushes audiences to the site
Evaluation of staffing, technology, and other web 		
support systems and structures
Analysis of your site’s integration with other marketing 		
materials
Competitor review					
Best practices
Specific short-term recommendations		
Specific long-term recommendations

optional
follow-up
activities
After the audit is completed,
interiors+sources is available
to help you with:
•

Ongoing consulting

•

Site architecture

•

Graphic design

•

Template development

•

Usability testing

•

Content creation

•

Custom feature development

•

Mobile site development
and design

•

Mobile application development
and design

•

Search engine optimization and
marketing

Other individuals as requested and appropriate
Publisher’s Own Data,
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INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION AUDIT
During the audit, Interiors+Sources will:
The Interiors+Sources
Integrated Marketing
Communication Audit is a
comprehensive review of
how well your company
communicates to its most
important internal and
external audiences.

• 	Evaluate the relationship between the strategic plan and your
integrated marketing communication plan
•

Review primary integrated marketing communication goals

•

Review existing marketing and market-planning research

•

Examine your message segmentation strategies

•

Evaluate centralized vs. decentralized marketing communication
efforts

•

Analyze staffing, organization, budget, and the role of technology
in your communication strategy

Because ours is an integrated approach,

•

Examine internal communication efforts

we evaluate your efforts against a three-

• 	Evaluate the efficacy and integration of your chief external brand
and direct marketing efforts, including:

tiered model that includes strategic,
organizational, and message integration.

•

Publications

During the course of this audit, we will

•

Advertising		

also examine the resources—people,

•

Direct			

dollars, and technology—that support

•

Web

•

Social media

your integrated marketing communication
efforts.

The audit involves three complementary
activities:
•

Completion of the marketing communication audit questionnaire

•

The site visit

•

The final report

Audit Questionnaire
Prior to interiors+sources arrival, you will be asked to complete
a comprehensive Integrated Marketing Communication Audit
questionnaire.
The in-depth questionnaire provides important insight into your
company and your marketing communication efforts before the visit,
so we can concentrate on the most critical areas during our site visit.

• 	Evaluate how you the measure return on investment of your
key strategies

Publisher’s Own Data,
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INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION AUDIT
Company Visit

Return on Your Investment

After the questionnaire has been completed, interiors+sources will visit your company for up to
two days. During the visit, we would like to arrange 30- to 45-minute interviews with the following:

This audit will return real and calculable value to your company, including:
•

•

The President or Chief Marketing Officer

•

Chief Marketing Communication Manager

•

Marketing communication staff

•

Selected group of staff

•

Chief IT/web facilitator

•

Other individuals as requested and appropriate

•
•

More consistent understanding of marketing concepts among senior
team members
Increased effectiveness of your marketing programs and practices
Better stewardship of marketing resources including budgets

Related Products and Services
After the audit is completed, interiors+sources is available to help you with:
•

Ongoing consulting

•

Organizational redesign

•

Staff training and development

•

Social media

•

Creation of a strategic plan

•

Advertising and brand marketing plan

The Integrated Marketing Communication Audit report will include a thorough analysis of the audit
questionnaire, our visit, your primary print and electronic media and channels. Embedded within
the report will be clear and succinct recommendations. Major recommendations will be summarized
at the end of the report. While the content of each report is unique and customized for individual
clients, the report typically addresses the following topics:

•

Web strategy

•

Development of an ongoing research cycle

•

Pricing elasticity and brand value studies

•

Individual marketing research studies

•

•

Creation of a data-driven segmentation strategy

During the visit, interiors+sources will also complete up to four focus group sessions. These focus
groups, each about 45 minutes long and consisting of eight to 10 participants, will be arranged by
the company and may include separate sessions for specific audiences.

Final Report

Situation analysis, including a review of keymarketing communication 			
issues andopportunities facing the company

• 	Evaluation of current marketing communication plan and goals, including budget and staffing, staff
resources,and organization
•

Review of your primary external and internal marketing and communications efforts

•

Specific recommendations for improving marketing communication strategies

•

Budgeting and resource allocation

•

Marketing research recommendations

•

Executive summary that stresses the most important findings and recommendations

Publisher’s Own Data,
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MOBILE SITES
Every day, 160,000 smartphones are activated
within the Android market.
Of those users, one-fourth depends upon their phone as their sole access to the internet.
Mobile technology is changing the way architects and designers communicate. Mobile sites are no longer
simply a luxury for product manufacturers—they’re a necessity.
While mobile sites are an extension of your company’s online repertoire, however, they require a new
way of thinking and design. A good mobile site is not just about translating an existing website to a
smartphone screen. It’s about creating new, interactive experiences with your target audience at their
most immediate point of engagement—their mobile phone. Mobile sites achieve the greatest return on
investment when they are specifically targeted to meet at the intersection of the needs of your company
and those of your prospective clients.

Mobile Site Development
Mobile sites should feature simple and seamless design and navigation, succinct calls to action, and
provide the prospective client with immediate access to the information they need most (product/service
offerings or spec/technical information). Mobile sites, unlike traditional websites, are not meant to contain
every piece of information about your company, but rather very specific key information. interiors+sources
therefore recommends featuring no more than five top-level pages of content.

Our Approach
Our knowledgeable design and development team understands the mobile user experience and
interface, leveraging new technologies such as HTML5 to create the best cross-browser, cross-platform,
mobile-optimized experience.
We start with an in-depth analytics review of your company’s current site, evaluating analytics for
mobile traffic specific to the prospective client audience. We then work with your company in providing
recommendations for the information architecture and content to be included. Finally, we provide
your team with two designs of the site (one interior page and home page for each design). Upon your
team’s selection and approval of the final design, we build the full site. In this way, we ensure that our
knowledge of the mobile space intersects with your team’s expertise, furthering your company’s goals
and objectives.
Publisher’s Own Data,
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MARKETING RESEARCH
SERVICES
Your marketing decisions
must be built on a
foundation of solid
research.
In today’s marketplace, the economic and
political costs of bad or delayed decisions
are high. That’s why product and service
providers turn to us for help.
interiors+sources, the leading brand serving commercial
interior designers and architects, specializes in helping
commercial building product and service providers
understand the perceptions, motivations, and behaviors
in the commercial building marketplace.
interiors+sources offers a complete range of quantitative
and qualitative marketing research services including:
•
•
•
•

Image and perception studies
Brand marketing studies
Competitive positioning studies
New product marketability studies

•

User habits and trends

Our leading position in the marketplace
allows us to query such audiences as:
•
•
•
•
•

Interior Designer
Architect
Owner/Principal/President/Partner
Corporate Executive/General Manager
Project Manager/Other Manager

•

Staff Architect; Staff Space Planner/Interior Designer

Research Methods
Depending on the needs of our clients, interiors+sources
can choose from a wide range of methods and analysis
techniques, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery and analysis of secondary data
Review and analysis of institutional data
Conjoint analysis
Max-diff analysis
Telephone surveys
Web-based surveys
Mail surveys
In-depth interviews
Moderated discussion groups
Geographic and demographic analyses

Publisher’s Own Data,
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Various social media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter are incredibly powerful tools for product manufacturers.
These platforms provide an excellent means of communication and engagement for prospective clients,
current clients, and more. Many companies are already leveraging these platforms in ways that are
effectively driving sales and increasing yield.

Social Media Assessment & Strategy
Every social media platform has its own set of specific best practices and guidelines. While seemingly simple
guidelines, these practices, if not followed, stand to threaten your company’s online reputation. interiors+sources
will work with your team to develop best practices and a comprehensive brief that outlines your entire approach to
social media, including objectives and tactics for achieving goals, a work flow for addressing feedback, and a plan
for ongoing web participation.
interiors+sources will offer companies with already established social media accounts an optimization assessment,
ensuring each social presence has been set-up and established appropriately on the platform. This includes
reviewing graphic elements such as background or avatars, information fields and any necessary clean-up.
For those companies that do not yet have an established presence, interiors+sources will work with your company
to set-up and establish the account, leveraging existing creative and content to create any needed background,
avatars or profiles images and populate information fields with strong marketing content.

Advanced Features for Facebook
Custom Tabs or Applications
Leveraging custom tabs and applications on your Facebook page are a great way to engage first-time visitors to
the page, serve additional content to users, and tie-in existing presences to populate your page’s content (without
having to recreate content manually for Facebook). Examples include using a custom tab that pulls in a company’s
current YouTube channel or Twitter stream, or a default Welcome tab, a graphically appealing tab which would
appear only to visitors that have not yet “liked” the page. Facebook tabs and applications can be as simple and
complex as desired, and will be determined following a simple discovery process with the client.

Publisher’s Own Data,
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WEB ANALYTICS
What are visitors doing on your site?

Turning Data into Actionable Insight

How do you know if your site is effective for
prospective customers? How can you optimize and
further leverage your website and marketing efforts?
These are questions that can be answered through
a solid web analytics process. Our Google Analytics
certified professionals will help you define key
performance indicators in order to provide you with
actionable metrics.

To improve the return on investment (ROI) for interactive projects,
it is imperative that companies develop actionable insights
from data and information regarding web traffic and visitor
behavior. interiors+sources will help you understand how to
convert the data gathered into actionable information. Our web
analytics consulting team will help you quickly understand what
visitors are doing on your site, thus making it simple to identify
opportunities to increase visitor engagement.

Proper Setup and Administration

Analytics technology provides you with metrics that will help you
make informed decisions and drive improvements for both your
site and marketing campaigns, such as:

Google Analytics is a free tool that can provide
an immense amount of data. While Google does
an excellent job of making their analytics platform
seem simple and easy to use, there’s a lot more
to it than just putting the code on your website
and looking at the numbers. Whether you already
have Google Analytics installed, or need guidance
in getting it setup, interiors+sources can help. Our
team of Google Analytic professionals has extensive
experience with Google Analytics and will provide
guidance for proper setup and train you on best
practices in order to ensure proper management
and clean data going forward.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Campaign tracking
Average time spent on site
Site engagement
Page popularity and performance
Conversions
Top visitor tasks

This list is by no means exhaustive. interiors+sources will work
with your team to determine which key metrics are important
when considered as a part of your company’s marketing
goals. We will develop an easy-to-understand dashboard for
comparisons while teaching your team to properly understand
and make decisions based on that data.
Strong web analytics requires people, process, and technology.
Working with you, our team of digital marketing experts will
lay out a holistic analytics plan to convert your web data into
actionable information. At interiors+sources, we know that many
companies do not have the time or resources to dedicate to web
analytics efforts. To that end, our consultants will provide you
with analytics management, monitoring, and regular reports to
alleviate the day-to-day stresses of your marketing efforts.
Publisher’s Own Data,

